Protecting the Important Things in
Your Life.

New Product Information:
TR 1285
1285 Hour time Lapse Security Recorder with Jog/Shuttle Control
The latest time lapse VCR technology completes Video Sentinel’s
range of analogue recording solutions. Select from any one of 10
recording modes, from 6 hours to 1285 hours in length. Real-time
recording that includes a linear audio track is available up to the 30
hour record setting.
Controlling playback has never been easier, with several different
event and alarm search modes possible. The addition of a true
Jog/Shuttle control function greatly simplifies manual control over
the playback speed and direction.
Simple on-screen menus in three languages make set up and operation easy, while a remote control adds convenience.

Features:
♦

Real-time 30 hour recording capacity
♦ Time lapse recording up to 1285
hours (53½ days)
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Variable speed jog/shuttle control
Alarm scan and index search
2 week battery backup
English, French and Spanish OSD
languages
Universal power supply
Wireless remote control
Flexible recording modes: time
lapse, one-shot, link, timer
Microphone input
Audible and visual low tape warning
Digital display for counter, time or
remaining time
Self-diagnostic error displays
Lock mode

TR 1285
1285 Hour Time Lapse Security Recorder with Jog/Shuttle Control
Compatible with:
Color CCTV Systems

B/W CCTV Systems

Specifications:
Video recording
system

4 head double azimuth
scan

REC/PB mode

6,18,30,48,72,96,120,
168,480,960H + 1-shot

Rewinding time

Approx. 65 seconds

Audio recording

6,18,30H

Video signal

EIA standard, NTSC

Resolution

320 lines (B/W)
260 lines (color)

Video input/output

1.0 Vp-p, 75 Ù

Signal/noise ratio

44 dB (V), 42 dB (A)

Audio input/output

-8 dBm / -6 dBm

Audio freq. range

100Hz ~ 5KHz (@6H)

Mic input

-68 dBm

Video in/out

BNC connections

Terminals

Push-type strip

Audio in/out

RCA phone jacks

Dimensions

14.1W x 3.7H x 10.6D in.

Operating range

41~104°F (5~40°C)

Weight

7.5 Lb.

Power

100~240VAC/50~60Hz

Because our product is subject to continuous improvement, SVC reserves the right to modify product design and
specifications wi thout notice and without incurring any obligation, E & OE.
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